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BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Lee Childâ€™s Gone Tomorrow. Two lonely towns in

Colorado: Hope and Despair. Between them, twelve miles of empty road. Jack Reacher never turns

back. It's not in his nature. All he wants is a cup of coffee. What he gets is big trouble. So in Lee

Childâ€™s electrifying new novel, Reacherâ€”a man with no fear, no illusions, and nothing to

loseâ€”goes to war against a town that not only wants him gone, it wants him dead.  It wasnâ€™t the

welcome Reacher expected. He was just passing through, minding his own business. But within

minutes of his arrival a deputy is in the hospital and Reacher is back in Hope, setting up a base of

operations against Despair, where a huge, seething walled-off industrial site does something

nobody is supposed to see . . . where a small plane takes off every night and returns seven hours

later . . . where a garrison of well-trained and well-armed military copsâ€”the kind of soldiers Reacher

once commandedâ€”waits and watches . . . where above all two young men have disappeared and

two frightened young women wait and hope for their return. Joining forces with a beautiful cop who

runs Hope with a cool hand, Reacher goes up against Despairâ€”against the deputies who try to

break him and the rich man who tries to scare himâ€”and starts to crack open the secrets, starts to

expose the terrifying connection to a distant war thatâ€™s killing Americans by the thousand. Now,

between a town and the man who owns it, between Reacher and his conscience, something has to

give. And Reacher never gives an inch.
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Lee Child/Jack Reacher novels are "Gotta get the hardback today" books for me. His previous

efforts range from very good to great. His plots/locales have varied, but his formula for a

page-turning thriller has not. "Nothing to Lose" not only lacked the usual page-turner formula, but

was actually a chore to finish. This novel has to be compared to Child's previous efforts to

appreciate it's failings. "The Hook"- Child can set the hook like no other author. The action starts

hard and heavy, and is mysterious enough to keep the reader engaged. "Nothing to Lose" had no

hook. By page 45, I was still waiting for the hook to get me interested. Never happened. "The Bad

Guys"- Child always has fascinating and diabolical bad guys, often with a clever plot twist to throw

reader off of who's good-who's bad. But by the end of the novels, I can't wait for Jack to take care of

these guys as he always does. The End Times preacher was a [yawn] low-grade baddie who [yawn]

only truly gets defined as a baddie after he's been blown up [yawn]. "The Roller Coaster"- Every

Reacher book to date has hit a point where I cannot put it down until it is finished. I call this the "top

of the roller coaster"- usually about 100 pages from the end. 3 AM, have to be up at 7AM- too bad.

Have to finish the Reacher book. In Nothing to Lose, 75 pages from the end, I just lost interest, and

put it down for three days. I forced myself to finish it. "Politics"- If Lee Child is actually interested in

continued sales of his novels, he might be wise to realize several points. Jack Reacher probably

doesn't have mass appeal for left-wingers, peaceniks, or academic liberals. Also, the Jack Reacher

character is almost by definition apolitical.
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